This paper focuses on a specific type of Multiword Expressions, particularly widespread in Italian as well as in other Romance languages: Multiword Modifiers, i.e. prepositional phrases functioning as modifiers of a noun (Multiword Adjectives) and of a verb (Multiword Adverbs). Exploiting both syntactic and semantic analysis, this paper explores the hypothesis that Multiword Modifiers are formed on the basis of regular syntactic templates, which can structure and organize the semantic information associated with words. In this perspective, after a brief presentation of Multiword Lexical Units and the class of Multiword Modifiers, the methodology and the general theoretical framework of this study will be explained. The last section is devoted to the analysis of some semantic relations frequently fulfilled by Multiword Modifiers of Italian, French and Spanish. This investigation aims at demonstrating that all Romance languages considered make a regular use of this kind of analytical resource in adjectival or adverbial function, showing similar patterns and syntactic templates.
consider MMs showing the syntactic configuration of a prepositional phrase and fulfilling an adjectival function (1), an adverbial function (2) or both (3):
(1) a. scrittore in erba writer in grass 'young writer' (2) a. parlare a briglia sciolta speak.inf at bridle untied 'to speak at full gallop' (3) a. lavare a secco b. lavaggio a secco wash.inf at dry washing at dry 'to dry-clean' 'dry cleaning'
In general, these configurations cannot be attributed tout court to the categories of adjective and adverb. Nevertheless, in specific syntagmatic contexts, some of them can have an adjectival or an adverbial function. I will refer to them as Multiword Adjectives (1), Multiword Adverbs (2) and Mixed Modifiers (3). This phenomenon receives very little attention in grammars and in lexicographical works, especially in the Italian area. However it is worth further investigation, since it is quantitatively important in Romance languages. The table below represents some examples from Italian, French and Spanish. (1) Portuguese i. Multiword Adjective: (moto de segunda mão 'second-hand motorcycle') ii. Multiword Adverb: (caminhar a par e passo 'to walk at the same speed') iii. Mixed Modifier:
(a. encontro às cegas 'blind date'; b. ir às cegas 'to go blindly)
From the lexicological point of view, some analyses have been driven on both Multiword Adjectives3 and Multiword Adverbs4 of Italian, French and Spanish. However, they are mostly based on structural properties and do not consider the interaction of syntactic and semantic properties of these units: a simple structural classification does not reveal the intrinsic features of groups of Multiword Modifiers, which are semantically and syntactically similar to each other. This investigation explores the hypothesis that some Multiword units -sharing similar semantic and morpho-syntactic properties -originate from "pre-packaged"5 syntactic schemes which organize the semantic information connected to specific configurations.
The aim of this investigation is twofold: on the one hand it aims to suggest the hypothesis that some sequences are formed on the basis of regular patterns and governed by a restricted group of co-selection rules, which can structure and organize the semantic information associated with words. On the other hand this analysis aims at showing that this kind of MLUs represent a broader typological phenomenon, which is massively attested and is quantitatively relevant in Italian as well as in French and Spanish. In this perspective, after a brief excursus on the main properties of Multiword Lexical Units ( § 2), I will explain the methodology that has been applied to construct a database devoted to analytical research ( § 3), as well as the general theoretical framework of this investigation ( § 4) and the formalism used for the representation of semantically related Multiword Modifiers ( § 5). The last three sections are devoted to the analysis of some semantic relations frequently fulfilled by Multiword (2) Catalan i. Multiword Adjective: (un títol al portador 'bearer securities') ii. Multiword Adverb: (conocer de pa a pa 'to know from the beginning to the end') iii. Mixed Modifier:
(a. pagament a la bestreta 'payment in advance'; b. pagar a la bestreta 'to pay in advance' (3) Romanian i. Multiword Adjective: (semn de bun augur 'good omen sign ') ii. Multiword Adverb: (a veni din când în când 'to visit occasionally') iii. Mixed Modifier:
(a. bagaje de mână 'handbag'; b. a scrie de mână 'write by hand') However, for the purpose of this study, only Italian, French and Spanish will be taken into consideration.
3 As for Multiword Adjectives, for French cf. G. Gross (1991) , Mejri (2004 Mejri ( , 2007 ; for Italian cf. Voghera (1994) , Masini (2009) . 4 As for Multiword Adverbs, a structural classification has been made for French by M. Gross (1990a Gross ( , 1990b , G. Gross 1991 , Laporte & Voyatzi (2008 and Grezka & Poudat (2012) ; for Spanish by Kovacci (1999) , Català & Baptista (2007) , for Portuguese by Català & Baptista (2002) and Baptista (2003) ; about contrastive analysis by Blanco & Català (1999) , Blanco (2001) , Català (2003 ), De Gioia (1999 2000) . 5 With regard to pre-packaged schemes see also Sechehaye (1950 Sechehaye ( [1926 ).
Adjectives ( § 6), Multiword Adverbs ( § 7) and Mixed Modifiers ( § 8) of Italian, French and Spanish.
The heterogeneous nature of Multiword Lexical Units
Since earlier studies, Multiword Lexical Units have been attributed several types of denominations, definitions and classifications.6 The main difference between the diverse theoretical approaches lies on the level of analysis leading to the definition of this phenomenon. In fact, Multiword Lexical Units are mainly identified on the basis of their syntactic properties (e.g. inseparability of constituents, fixed order and presence of dedicated syntactic structures) and semantic properties (e.g. the paradigmatic invariability and non-compositional semantics). Recent studies have shown that, given the heterogeneous nature of Multiword Lexical Units, a description of this phenomenon could only be provided by an approach based on the close relationship between the different levels of analysis. In this contribution Multiword Lexical Units (henceforth MLUs) will be referred to as to complex lexical items composed of two or more words, syntactically bound. Hence, my theoretical and methodological approaches are based on two main assumptions: on the one hand, MLUs can only be analysed considering the simultaneous interaction of multiple levels of analysis; on the other hand, the notion of MLUs has a scalar nature and has to be modulated along a continuum of fixedness.
MLUs constitute a heterogeneous group, which can be analysed along different dimensions (i-iii) or properties (iv-v), such as:7 i. function; ii. syntactic configurations; iii. morphological, syntactic, semantic and lexical restrictions, semantic idiosyncrasy (stronger or weaker compositionality); iv. fixedness and cohesion; v. schematicity or degree of lexical specification (more or less lexically specified configurations).
Depending on their specific functions, MLUs can be differentiated into several groups, depending on different kinds of syntactic configurations. Multiword Lexical Units are subject to different types of restrictions:9 morphological, semantic, syntactic and lexical restrictions. However, the extent to which restrictions are enforced may vary according to the type of MLU (Svensson 2004 , Lavieu 2005 .
On the basis of the fixedness of their constituents, MLUs show a lower or a higher degree of syntactic cohesion: the stronger the cohesion between its constituents, the higher the fixedness of a MLU.
MLUs may also show several degrees of lexical specification. Some MLUs are characterized by lexical variation, since their constituents may not be fully lexically specified. Some MLUs allow for the substitution of one of their constituents, even if the paradigmatic choice may be limited to particular semantic fields.
The notion of MLU has therefore a scalar nature and has to be modulated along a continuum of semantic, lexical and syntactic fixedness. On the basis of the interaction between morphological, syntactic, semantic and lexical criteria, I therefore propose a constructional internal grading, which distinguishes between partially fixed MLUs10 and totally fixed MLUs11 (Piunno 2013 . While totally fixed MLUs do not allow for any variations and are fully lexically specified, partially fixed MLUs are partially open to lexical or syntactic changes . Partially fixed MLUs show a lower degree of fixedness and cohesion of their constituents, as well as a lower degree of lexical specification. However, partially fixed MLUs are not equally open to paradigmatic variation: depending on the degree of their syntactic frozenness, MLUs can therefore show a reduced or extended paradigmatic variation.
Methodology
As a first step, the extraction of data from an Italian corpus12 and the consultation of major Italian lexicographical works13 led to the identification of the most productive Italian syntactic configurations of MMs.
Secondly, the collected exemplars of MMs were divided into different classes, depending on their syntactic and semantic properties: exemplars sharing the same syntactic configurations and denoting the same semantics have been grouped into a single "type". 10 This is the case of the Multiword Adjective di cattivo umore, where the adjective cattivo can be substituted by other adjectives belonging to the same semantic area (i.e. di pessimo umore, di buon umore). Similar sequences are attested in French (i.e. de première main 'first hand', lit. 'of first hand'; de deuxième main 'second hand', lit. 'of second hand') as well as in Spanish (i.e. a tiempo completo 'full-time', lit. 'at time complete'; a tiempo parcial 'part-time', lit. 'at time partial'). 11 I.e. IT in erba ('in bud', lit. 'in grass'), FR à l'eau de rose ('sentimental', lit. 'at the water of roses'), SP a ciegas ('blindly', lit. 'at blinds'). 12 La Repubblica corpus, created by SSLMIT (Baroni et al. 2004 Thirdly, the semantic relations most frequently performed by MMs have been identified, as for example: -shape (Section 6.1): the external form or outline of something; -working principle, means and instrument (Section 6.2): the mechanisms or the means that allow a device to operate; -purpose (Section 6.3): the reason why something is created; -suitability (Section 6.3): the appropriateness of something to a particular function; -manner (Section 7.1-7.2): the way something is done; -temporal and spatial progression (Section 7.3): the temporal or spatial act of progressing; -temporary state (Section 8.1): the momentary condition that someone is in at a given time).
At a later stage, nouns involved in MMs have been classified in different semantic classes, on the basis of the classifications made in LexIt and Wordnet.14 Finally, I have made a comparison between patterns of Italian and their equivalents in French and Spanish. Spanish data have mainly been collected from the Corpus del Español Actual (CEA)15 and those of French from the Chambers-Rostand du français journalistique corpus16. Combinatory dictionaries17, on-line monolingual dictionaries18 and internet pages have in some cases been consulted.
14 LexIt is an online database containing information about distributional profiles of Italian nouns (Lenci, 2014) , while Wordnet is a lexical database grouping words into sets of cognitive synonyms (Fellbaum 1998 Bosque (2004 Bosque ( , 2006 , Le Fur (2008) , Lo Cascio (2013). 18 Diccionario de la lengua española (http://www.rae.es/recursos/diccionarios/drae), Dictionnaire de l'Académie française (http://atilf.atilf.fr/dendien/scripts/generic/form.exe?7;s=1370368215).
The organisation of the semantic information
My theoretical framework is in line with the models of Construction Grammar,19 but it is particularly bound to the Construction and Category Grammar -CCG (Simone 2006a) . My starting assumption is that the transition from the meaning of a MLU to its syntactic form consists of two different levels: the cognitiveconceptual (pre-linguistic) level and the purely linguistic level (Simone 2006a) . At the cognitive-conceptual level, specific patterns (the semantic formats) are able to structure and organise the semantic information associated with a word (Simone 2006a) . At the linguistic level, semantic formats are connected to particular linguistic structures (syntactic templates), which represent specific meanings. Syntactic templates can therefore identify the semantic templates of different but conceptually similar constructions. 
Cognitive-conceptual level Linguistic level

Semantic formats Syntactic templates
Even if it would be unfeasible to trace the semantic organisation of all MMs -since their semantics is often idiosyncratic -, it is possible to assign a specific range of relational meanings to some syntactic patterns. In fact, syntactic templates give rise to a considerable number of lexemes sharing similar morphosyntactic characteristics and semantic properties.
On the basis of a shared regular syntactic structure related to particular sets of meanings, it is therefore possible to subdivide MMs into two main groups: i. semantically unpredictable: prepositional Multiword Adjectives or adverbs not sharing any syntactic and semantic features with other groups of examples; they are mostly idiosyncratic and, as a consequence, their formation is not to be attributed to any general syntactic rule. The syntactic structure and the preposition employed are not a unit of specific semantic information. Examples of semantically unstable MMs are lexemes with metaphorical meanings, such as in erba ('young', literally 'in grass'), al bacio ('excellent', literally 'to the kiss'), in gamba ('capable', literally 'in leg').
ii. semantically predictable: MMs sharing a specific syntactic configuration with other instantiations and creating a single network of semantic relationships. In this case the semantic format and the syntactic template of the prepositional phrase can suggest particular sets of meanings.
While semantically unpredictable MMs are usually fixed and do not allow for any lexical or syntactic variation (totally fixed MMs), semantically predictable MMs may show a greater variability. Semantically predictable MMs are a very interesting topic, still lacking of defining criteria, though. Their semantics is regulated by co-selection rules and it is therefore strictly connected to the semantic format and˛the syntactic template, as well as to the preposition involved in the structure.20
The semantic contribution of prepositions is especially evident when the preposition is the only part of the MM subject to variation, as in the following examples:
(4) a. John è a piedi b. John è in piedi John is at feet John is in feet 'John is on foot' 'John is standing' It is noticeable that the examples in each row include the same preposition -e.g. the Italian prepositions a (6), alla (7), da (8), in (9), di (10) -and are characterised by the same syntactic structure. Interestingly, they also share a similar semantic value and express the same semantic relation -working principle (6), manner (7), purpose (8) and temporary state (9-10) -. Other Romance languages express the same semantic relations by similar patterns but not always with the same preposition as the one used in Italian. This means that some syntactic structures operate as semantic representations. As a consequence, syntactic templates can specialise in revealing specific groups of semantic relations. Furthermore, some groups of MMs, in addition to syntactic structure and semantic properties, can share collocational features. The collection of this kind of lexemes represents the so called para-synonymic series (Blanco 2001) or "ensembles synthétiques" ('syntactic units', Sechehaye, 1950 Sechehaye, [1926 ),21 namely synonymic sets of MMs showing the same morpho-syntactic structure and appearing in the same linguistic context. (Sechehaye 1950 (Sechehaye [1926 : 97, italic mine).
The representation of Semantic formats
Syntactic templates are linguistic configurations associated with specific semantic formats. Each configuration responds to co-selection constraints and entails a double semantic restriction: on the nouns or verbs that are modified by the prepositional phrase (N 1 or V); and on the noun included in the adjectival (N 2 ) or adverbial Multiword (N 1 ). The representation of the semantic format of a MM includes both the semantic relation it expresses and the syntactic template associated to it, as follows: Multiword Modifier { A syntactic configuration comes into being when a) it is instantiated by a high number of exemplars; b) the exemplars constitute a semantic (or morpho-syntactic) "type", sharing semantic and morpho-syntactic properties. More types are admitted in a configuration, the more schematic and productive such configuration will be (Bybee 1985 , Bybee and Thompson 1997 , Barðdal 2008 .
The next paragraph is dedicated to the most productive syntactic templates of the most representative Italian MMs formats and their equivalents in French and Spanish.
Multiword Adjectives
Multiword Adjectives are remarkably spread in Italian, since they show a significant quantitative extension.22 Their syntactic configurations can be various,23 22 Cf. data collected from GRADIT dictionary (De Mauro 1999). 23 Cf. Piunno (2013) for an analysis of different patterns. but the most exploited pattern is [Preposition + Noun] .24 Even if these configurations cannot be attributed tout court to the category of adjectives in specific syntagmatic contexts, they can have either an attributive or a predicative function ).
Semantic format I: shape
The Italian configuration [a + Noun] is the most recurrent pattern for Multiword Adjectives, and can entail different semantic relations: one of them is the "shape" relation. These sequences share similar syntactic configurations with other MMs, but they differ in semantic and distributional properties (cf. Pure Multiword Adjectives, .
In fact, the nouns (N 1 and N 2 ) involved in the configurations are subject to different co-selection restrictions: both N 1 and N 2 have to refer to concrete, defined and delimited objects or to human beings, that show and share a peculiar shape or physical property:
(11) a arco 'bow-shaped', a cerchio 'round-shaped', a conchiglia 'shell-shaped', a cono 'with the shape of a bevel', a croce 'cross-shaped', a ferro di cavallo 'horseshoe-shaped', a fungo 'mushroom-shaped', a gomito 'elbow-shaped', a ics 'x-shaped', a patata 'with the shape of a potato', a sigaretta 'with the shape of a cigarette', a spirale 'spiral-shaped', a stella 'star-shaped', a trapezio 'with the shape of a trapezoid', a triangolo 'triangle-shaped'.
These configurations entail a resemblance relation and usually combine with N 1 denoting a concrete object whose shape is similar to that of N 2 : (Piunno 2013: 170-171) . In this case it describes the way in which a movement is made:
(1) camminare a papera ('to duck walk'), disporre a cerchio ('to arrange in a circle'). This format is usually characterized by highly referential N 1 (such as concrete objects, animals) and it is connected to process verbs (mainly verbs denoting a movement).
Semantic format II: working principle, means and instrument
MMs with the syntactic structure [a + N 2 ] can express the semantic relation of "working principle, means and instrument":
(15) sedia a rotelle 'wheelchair', pattino a rotelle 'roller skate', turbina a vapore 'steam turbine', riscaldamento a gas 'gas heating', bilancia a molla 'spring scale', armonica a bocca 'mouth organ', pentola a pressione 'pressure cooker', strumento a percussione 'percussion instrument'.
If they cover an adjectival function,26 such sequences usually express the working principle of a device (represented by N 1 ): The configuration entails a double restriction: on the one hand N 1 has to refer to a concrete, defined and delimited object -usually an artifact (e.g. tavola 'table', sedia 'chair', valigia 'suitcase', pattino 'skate'), a means or device (e.g. turbina 'turbine', automobile 'car', bombola 'tank', impianto 'machinery', centrale 'station', stufa 'stove') or a noun referring to an event (e.g. navigazione 'navigation', pattinaggio 'skating', riscaldamento 'heating'); on the other hand, the noun that follows the preposition (N 2 ) can represent a source of energy -a natural force (e.g. vento 'wind', fuoco 'fire') or a substance (e.g. aria 'air', gas 'gas', benzina 'petrol', carbone 'carbon') -or the means by which it causes the movement or the process expressed by N 1 (e.g. remi 'oar', motore 'engine', molla 'spring'), a body part (e.g. mano 'hand', bocca 'mouth') or an event (more properly an action, e.g. pressione 'pressure', spinta 'push', percussione 'percussion').
It is worth noting that other Romance languages express the working principle by similar patterns but not always with the same preposition. 
Semantic format III: purpose and suitability
The syntactic templates expressing the semantic relation of "purpose and suitability" are expressed in Italian by patterns making use of the preposition da:
(23) tazzina da caffè 'coffee mug', coltello da pane 'bread knife', spazzolino da denti 'toothbrush', scarpe da ballo 'ballet shoes', borsa da viaggio 'travelling bag', tenda da doccia 'shower curtain', cane da caccia 'hunting dog', coltello da macellaio 'butcher knife', casco da motociclista 'motorcyclist helmet'. It is worth noting that while Spanish only employs the preposition de, in French the same pattern is expressed by means of two different prepositions: de and à.
The preposition à is usually followed by concrete nouns (25), while de is employed with event nouns or professions (26) (27) .
This template is usually employed to express destination, appropriateness, suitability of something to a particular function. Its semantic format is as follows: (23) 
Multiword Adverbs
Multiword Adverbs represent a heterogeneous group, since the adverbial function can be notoriously expressed by different lexical elements (such as nominal phrases, prepositional phrases or propositions). As far as their syntactic configurations are concerned, different combinations are possible. However a great number of Italian multiword adverbs have the syntactic configuration of a prepositional phrase.27 From a functional point of view, prepositional phrases with an adverbial function can entail different syntactic relations: they can appear as verb modifiers, as adverb modifiers, as adjective modifiers or as sentence modifiers, just as prototypical adverbs do .
Semantic format IV: manner (repeatable event)
One of the most recurrent and productive adverbial configurations is realized by the preposition a followed by a plural noun:
N 1 is plural and generally denotes a rapid movement, namely a potentially repeatable event. These Multiword Adverbs are generally associated with verbs denoting different kinds of events. On the basis of the semantics of the nouns involved in the construction, the syntactic template can express different sets of meanings.
The first configuration explains the way a blow is inflected to someone or something. It entails a double restriction, on the collocate-verb and on the noun involved in the MM. The verbs associated with these modifiers generally denote a punctual event which can provoke a change-of-state (i.e. colpire 'hit', uccidere 'kill', ferire 'wound', rompere 'break'). Italian Multiword Adverbs contain nouns denoting a concrete noun (generally an instrument), ending with the suffix -ata, at the plural form -ate:28 The Italian suffix -ata is generally added to highly referential nouns, in order to convey the meaning of a single punctual event.29 The configuration in (30) conveys the meaning of a repeated brief event, which is typically expressed by the instrument or the means represented by N 1 . The semantic format is extremely productive in Italian and can be realized with every concrete noun which admits pluralization. The same function and meaning are associated to a similar configuration, built with the construction a colpi di (literally 'at strokes of'), followed by a concrete noun:30 (31) [a colpi di + N 1[concrete noun] ] N 1[concrete noun] frusta 'whip', martello 'hammer', pistola 'gun'
The same semantic format of (30) is expressed in Spanish using the suffix -azo, meaning 'a sudden physical action'.31 On the contrary in French the same semantic 28 The same syntactic template expresses other semantic relations, such as "quantity" (e. g. a  carrettate, a catinelle, a fiotti, a giumelle, a manciate, a ondate, a palate) (Piunno 2013) . 29 Cf. Gaeta (2002) , Rainer (2004) and Simone and Masini (2007) for an overview of the suffix -ata. An analysis of possible interpretations of this suffix has been conducted by Schwarze (1997) . 30 However this configuration can sometimes have different metaphorical meanings, losing the one conveyed in (22). 31 Cf. Laca (2009: 898-899). format is expressed by a configuration similar to (31), introduced by the construction "à coups de" ('blown with', literally 'at blows of') and followed by a concrete noun. 
Semantic format V: manner (intensifier)
Italian, French and Spanish show a similar syntactic configuration, operating as an intensifier.
(36) a. [a + tutto/a + N 1 ] b. a tutta birra 'hell-for-leather', a tutta velocità 'at full speed', a tutto gas 'at full speed'
This particular semantic value is added by the indefinite adjective tutto 'all', expressing the highest level of a scale of values, and whose meaning corresponds to "to the maximum degree" or "intensely". The prepositional phrase [a tutto + N 1 singular ] is usually preceded by process verbs (e.g. to shout, to laugh), and in particular by verbs of movement (e.g. to drift, to swoop, to go, to ride, to launch) , often used also in a metaphorical sense:
(37) Il TG1 vince perché va a tutta cronaca (LaR corpus) The TG1 win.3SG because go.3SG at all crime.news 'the TG1 wins because it goes at full crime news' This template is generally composed by the following types of nouns (N 2 ): Especially when used in connection with nouns denoting body parts, the prepositional phrase acquires a dual semantics: to the already present meaning of "to the maximum extent" the semantic value of "with the whole x" is added:
(41) grida a tutta gola verso il cielo (LaR corpus) shout.3SG at all throat towards the sky '(s)he shouts with the whole throat towards the sky' (42) sorridendo a tutta dentatura (LaR corpus) smile.ger at all set of teeth 'smiling with all teeth' Therefore N 1 is the means by which the action is intensified. The same configuration is attested in Spanish and in French: a toda garganta at all throat 'with the whole throat'
The characteristic common to all languages is the absence of the determinant. This phenomenon proofs the loss of referential properties. The semantic format associated with this configuration is as follows: 
Semantic formats VI-VII: temporal and spatial progression
The configuration [di N 1 in N 1 ] conveys two different sets of meaning. On the one hand it can reveal a temporal dimension of an event, while on the other hand it describes a spatial dimension.
As for the first semantics, the configuration can describe the temporal progression (47) or the frequency of an event (48) As far as the second semantic field is concerned, the configuration is used to describe the gradual movement from a place to another. The reduplication of N 1 and the correlative structure give to the Multiword Adverb configuration a reiterative value.
(53) di bocca in bocca 'from one mouth to another', di mano in mano 'from one hand to another', di porta in porta 'from one door to another', di opera in opera 'from one work to another'.
These configurations usually combine with process verbs (in particular verbs of movement) and they are composed of an N 1 denoting a place or a part of a place which is -ideally or materially -delimited (namely concrete nouns, places or body parts expressing a spatial value through metonymic mechanisms or event nouns). Even if the configuration is strictly fixed in terms of syntactic distribution of its singular components, it is very productive since the paradigmatic range of N 1 is extremely extended. The configuration is very productive in other Romance languages, too: 
Mixed Modifiers
Mixed modifiers are MMs having both an adjectival and an adverbial function, depending on the syntagmatic context. Even if not as frequent as the former two groups of MMs, they are an expanding class in contemporary Italian, whose productivity and diffusion are definitely increasing.
Semantic format VIII-IX: temporary state
Italian shows specific configurations entailing a temporary state (Simone 2006a ):
(58) N 1 [di N 2 ] medico di turno 'attending physician', attore di scena 'on scene actor', uomo di guardia 'guard duty man'.
(59) N 1 [in N 2 ] prezzi in calo 'decreasing prices', passeggeri in attesa 'waiting passengers', uomo in pantofole 'man in slippers'.
The two configurations share similar syntactic configurations, but they differ in semantic, functional and distributional properties. On the one hand the nouns (N 1 and N 2 ) involved in the configurations are subject to different co-selection restrictions. On the other hand the two types of MMs can perform different functions: constructions with the preposition di can only have an adjectival function, while the sequences built with the preposition in can follow nouns and verbs, having both an adjectival and an adverbial function.
The first one ([di + N 2 ]) originates from predicative sentences with verb essere ('to be') and usually combines with N 1 , denoting a human being (uomo 'man', medico 'physician', attore 'actor') and it requires N 2 referring to events (ronda 'patrol', servizio 'duty', turno 'shift'). As for a comparative analysis, the same configuration is attested in Spanish33 and French: The second configuration is typically associated with N 1 denoting human beings (cittadino 'citizen', uomo 'man', passeggero 'passenger', presidente 'president') , means (treno 'train', automobile 'car') or places (appartamento 'flat', casa 'home', museo 'museum', strada 'road'). As far as N 2 is concerned, it is not the manifestation of a characteristic or an intrinsic value of N 1 , but it indicates a temporary state. In these cases, N 2 usually denotes nouns of event (27a). However the preposition can also select N 2 denoting a condition or a state (27b) or artifacts (27c). In the latter case, N 2 may lose its referentiality and acquire metaphorical meanings. 33 Spanish shows a similar configuration which is strictly bound to a verbal construction built with the verb estar followed by the preposition de (e.g. estar + de fiesta, de chofer, de huelga, de broma, de vacaciones, de plantón, de clase). The construction roughly corresponds to the Italian "essere di" + "guardia, servizio, etc.".
The semantic format associated with the adjectival function is the following: 
Conclusion
Predictable MMs are governed by co-selection rules which are strictly connected to the syntactic configuration and to the preposition involved. All Romance languages considered show a regular use of an analytical resource (MMs structured as prepositional phrases) in adjectival or adverbial function. Some of these sequences are system resources, while others are created ad hoc in the discourse. The Romance languages considered share the same semantic patterns and similar syntactic templates. This happens also in other languages: for example, Multiword Adverbs and Mixed Modifiers also occur in English. However no similar regularities are there in English for some Multiword Adjectives, and in particular for the semantic format of "shape", which is typically realised as a monorhematic adjective and not as a prepositional phrase (cf. examples in § 6.1).
MMs of this kind seem therefore to be a phenomenon which is peculiar to Romance languages (cf. Piunno 2013). The general common feature of Romance languages being the progression to analyticity, the transition from synthetic to analytic clearly affected mechanisms of word formation (cf. Bally 1963 Bally [1950 Frei 1969 Frei [1929 ). It is worth noting here that this kind of mechanisms should be analysed not only from a synchronic point of view, but also from a diachronic one. The diachronic point of view could explain processes of formation of configurations which are no more productive in contemporary languages, but which just remain as isolate instantiations of semantic formats. The analytical process creating MMs from nouns appears already embedded in the first stages of Romance languages (Piunno & Ganfi 2014) . 34 The peculiarity of Romance languages lies, indeed, in the fact that they have exploited prepositions as resources to create new lexemes (Mejri 2004 (Mejri , 2007 . This types of Multiword units may function as derivational suffixes where proper suffixes may not be admitted or may not exist: this is the case of the sequences viaggio per mare 'sea travel' or albero in fiore 'tree in blossom', which have been described in Bally as a general procedure for the creation of new adjectival constructions (1963 [1950] : 293). Such analytical resources are therefore parallelalthough only partially overlap -to the derivational system of suffixes. Thus, syntax operates besides morphology in word formations processes (Piunno 2013 : the more a multiword configuration is schematised, the more productive a constructional schema (cf. Piunno and Ganfi 2014) . Since frequent patterns are more predictable than others, they may require a little effort to be memorized: as a consequence, the less is the variability, the major the linguistic economy (Frei 1969 (Frei [1929 ).
This provides relevant information and new research directions for synchronic and diachronic comparative analyses on the syntactic and semantic nature of MMs in the Romance family. (1) fanciullo in culla 'young boy' (literally: boy in cradle) (2) puledro in dentatura 'young colt' (literally: colt in teeth) (3) pianta in fiore 'flowering plant' (literally: plant in flower).
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